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Re-thinking Linguistic Universals in Phonology: Evidence from Phonological Processes 

Affecting Vowels in Tanzanian Bantu 

 

By Joseph Hokororo Ismail 

 

Abstract 

This study aimed at describing phonological process that operates in Bantu languages and the 

rule to account such processes in order to establish linguistic universality in phonology. 

Linguistic universal in phonology has been discussed in a number of works Massamba, (2010, 

2011); Yule, (2014); Odden, 2005); Chomsky and Halle 1968) and Yule (2014), just to 

mention but few. In their discussions, the aspects of phonological processes affecting vowel 

sounds has been treated as if their independent phenomenon with no relation with universality 

of phonology. The study uses Auto-segmental phonology, as its theoretical frame work, aims 

discussing the phonological processes which affect sounds are true linguistic universal but 

what specific processes that affect particular Bantu language can be taken to a near linguistic 

universals, the aspects that were not given much the attention it deserves. In this study, 

phonological process namely glide formation, vowel coalescence and high vowel deletion will 

be discussed. The examples are drawn from 10 selected Bantu languages spoken in Tanzania.  
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Chapter 12 

 

Re-thinking Linguistic Universals in Phonology: Evidence from Phonological Processes 

Affecting Vowels in Tanzanian Bantu 

 

By Joseph Hokororo Ismail 

Introduction 

Linguistic universals in phonology has been assumed to mean the basic properties that seem 

to exist among the different languages of the world in terms of phonological systems and that  

there are certain basic properties that seem to be shared by all. These basic properties are what 

are known as linguistics universals in phonology, Massamba, (2010:10).Traditionally, 

linguists classify into three categories of linguistic universals namely true linguistic universals 

of which  linguistics characteristics are been shared by all; secondly there are near linguistics 

universal of which linguistics universal features are being shared  to most of natural languages 

and finally, implicational linguistics universal of which the presence of one basic feature in a 

language implies the presence of another feature in the same language which is related to the 

said basic feature. Literatures in segmental phonology consider aspects of the presence of 

syllable consonants and vowel, the number of syllables, the occurrence of the sound /a/ and  

word ordering as one of the basic  features that are presence in all natural languages, thus to 

qualify as linguistic universals in phonology. In this chapter, we consider aspects of 

phonological process that affect vowel sounds as one of linguistic universal especially process 

like glide formation, nasalization, coalesce, and vowel deletion has been demonstrated to be a 

common phenomenon to most of the Bantu language, thus rethinking phonological processes 

to be universal. 

 The study of linguistic universals in phonology will be a useful reference for 

phonological studies pertaining to Bantu languages.  Furthermore, the chapter will also be a 

source of data which may be analysed and which could serve as a basis for supporting linguistic 

theories about the phonology processes of sounds of Bantu languages in general.  Since the 

selected languages in this chapter are Bantu language, this study will be an important source in 

the field of comparative studies on Bantu languages.  In addition, it will help show the extent to 

which the theory of extended model of generative phonology can account for Bantu languages.  

In short, the study will be a useful contribution to linguistic literature. 

One of the processes that is considered to be linguistic universal is gliding formation. 

(Trubetzkoy, 1969) define gliding as a process by which a vowel changes to semi vowel in a 

certain environment. There are two types of gliding formation; the first type is /w-/ gliding 

formation whereby a /u/ vowel changes to [w] in a certain environment. The second type of 

glide formation is y – formation whereby a vowel is gliding to [y] in a certain environment. 

The second process which is associated to gliding is vowel lengthening whereby the vowels 

become lengthened and the last process is vowel deletion whereby one of the repeated vowel 

in lengthening process is deleted. 

Examples are drawn from ten (10) which are Mambwe (N.17); Bemba spoken in 

Tanzania, (M.40); Swahili (G.60);  Bena (G. 60); Hehe (G.60); Ndali ( J 22); Nyiha spoken in 

Tanzania and Zambia (M.20); Matengo (N.13)spoken in Tanzania Jita (J.20) spoken in 

Tanzania and Ruuri ( J.20) spoken in Tanzania. In this chapter, we will adopt standard model 

of generative phonology convections, that is C= Consonant =Vowel:= Lengthened vowel; N
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 = Nasal sound; G =Glide);+ = Morpheme boundary;$ =Syllable boundary; #

 =Word boundary;# #=Phrase boundary; / /Phonemic slashes (also used to indicate 

underlying  representations);[  ]=Phonetic brackets (also used to indicate surface forms) and           

= `becomes’ (in synchronic rule  

 

Theoretical framework 

In this chapter, we will employ the insight of standard model of generative phonology. The 

most authoritative and comprehensive presentation of the theory of generative phonology is 

articulated in the Sound Pattern of English (SPE), by Chomsky and Halle (1968) which is 

generally regarded as the Standard Model of Generative Phonology.  The theory was 

subsequently revised by other phonologists such as Kisseberth (1970), Kiparsky (1973b, 

1976), Anderson (1974), McCawley (1974), Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1977) and 

Kenstowicz (1994), to mention but a few. These revised versions gave rise to what has come 

to be called Extended Models of Generative Phonology. 

In Phonological analysis, generative phonology attempts to achieve three levels of 

adequacy: namely observational, descriptive and explanatory.  According to Chomsky (1965: 

24-27) observational adequacy is achieved when the theory observes and transcribes the data 

correctly.  Descriptive adequacy is achieved when the theory in addition to observing and 

transcribing the data correctly, it also accounts for the linguistic competence of the native 

speaker.  Finally, explanatory adequacy is achieved when a principled basis is established for 

deciding between alternative solutions to a problem leading us to choose the one solution, 

which captures the native speakers, competence.  An evaluation procedure is used in which 

one out of a range of possible descriptions can be chosen and justified as being correct for a 

given data. Therefore, generative phonology attempts to make explicit the relationship 

between the physical actualization of the utterance and what underlies it, Massamba (2010: 

82). We have opted to employ SMGP which is old due to its descriptive power in handling the 

phonological phenomena described in this chapter. 

 

Methodology 

The data for this study has been picked from ten (10) Bantu languages  which areas Mambwe 

(J 10); Bemba spoken in Tanzania, (M.40); Swahili (G.60);  Bena (G. 60); Hehe (G.60); Ndali 

( G 63); Nyiha spoken in Tanzania and Zambia (M.20); Matengo (N.13)spoken in Tanzania 

Jita (J.20) spoken in Tanzania and Ruuri ( J.20) spoken in Tanzania. Therefore, I had 10 

informants from 10 Bantu languages that were investigated. In regard to methods through 

which the data was generated the researcher used several techniques that was intended to be 

complementing to each other and sometimes were used interchangeably .These instruments 

were questionnaires, interviews and library research. Questionnaires were used to collect 200 

grammatical words. For each language speaking area we used first year MA linguistics 

students (of the University of Dares salaam), of whom there was a native speaker for each 

language under investigation. The questionnaires were written in standard Kiswahili and 

informants were asked to fill 20 question according to his competence on the language under 

study. Library research, available records on the languages under study was consulted in order 

to acquire some relevant information of the language. These included pamphlets and books 

which gave relevant data especially to longer sentences that helped in capturing phrases in the 

languages under study. 

 

Results and discussion 
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Glide formation as linguistic universal 

Glide formation means forming glides like [w] and [y] from two vowels especially /u/ and /i/ 

respectively in certain environment. Most of Bantu languages demonstrate glide formation. 

Glide Formation (henceforth GF) is a phonological process which has the effect of changing 

/u/ into /w/ and /i/ into /y/.  This process does not affect the identical vowel sequences /u+u/ 

and /i + i/ since in such sequences one of the identical vowels gets deleted and the remaining 

vowel lengthens.  In Bantu languages, both glide formations of [w-] and [y-] occur.  A 

description of the processes involved is given below: /w-/ formation, a back glide [w] is 

formed when a high back vowel precedes a non-identical vowel. Observe the following 

examples from Bantu languages: 

 

Example (1) 

 

Kagulu             / mu+enda/      →    [ *mweenda ]     →   [mwenda]           a woman 

Mambwe          / umu+ana/      →    [*umwaana]     →      [umwana]         a child 

Bemba              / umu+ine/    →      [*umwiine]        →     [umwine]           himself or herself 

Jita                    /omu+ana/     →     [*omwaana]     →       [omwana]             a child  

Swahili              /mu+umba/  →    [muumba]   →           [muumba]          creator 

 

In example (1) the high, round back vowel /u/ changes to semi-vowel /w/ except the identical 

vowels in a bold form. Therefore, to get acceptable forms in Bantu languages above, three 

processes have involved. The processes are glide formation that is /u/ to /w/, vowel 

lengthening that is /mwee…/ and /mwaa…. / and vowel deletion that is /mwa…/ or 

/mwe…../.      /y /- formation. The second type of glide is /y/ formation. A front glide [y] is 

formed when a high front vowel is followed by a non-identical vowel.  This takes place across 

morpheme and/or word boundaries. Observe the following examples from Bantu languages: 

 

Example (2) 

 

Kagulu         →       / mi+ago/     →         [*myaago ]     →    [myago]            your fellow  

Mambwe     →        / imi+ezi/       →       [*imyeezi]    →        [imyezi]          months 

Bemba          →       / fi+intu/       →         [*fiintu]        →       [fiintu]            things 

fipa              →        /fi+onsi/         →       [*fyoonsi]      →      [fyonsi]            all /everything 

Swahili       →          /vi+uma/       →        [*vyuuma]      →       [vyuma]          irons 

Having discussed the glide formation in general for Bantu languages in example (1) and (2), 

let us now explore the universality of those phonological proceed in specific languages in 

Bena, Hehe, Ndali, Nyiha, Matengo, Jita and Ruuri. We begin our analysis by considering 

glide formation in Bena language. 

 

 

Glide formation in Bena 

In Bena, both glide formations of [w-] and [y-] occur.  A description of the processes involved 

is given below: /w-/ formation, a back glide [w] is formed when a high back vowel precedes a 

non-identical vowel.  Observe the following example in (3): 

 

Example (3) 

/ mu + ana /       → [* mwaana ]      → [ mwana ]   child  
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/ mu + esu /        → [ *mweesu ]     → [ mwesu ]  our place  

/ mu + imi /        → [* mwiimi ]      → [ mwimi ]  selfish  

/ mu + ongeledze / → [*mwoongeledze] → [mwongeledze] add 

 

A high back vowel becomes a back glide in word or morpheme boundary position before non-

identical vowels. The process of glide formation is followed by compensatory vowel 

lengthening, which is a vowel get lengthened to compensate the deleted vowel. The 

lengthened vowel gets deleted because it is un-acceptable in Bena. 

Another type of glide formation in Bena is the /y/ – formation. This involves the change of   / 

i / to / y / sound. In Bena we observe the following. 

Example (4) 

/ fi + eka /  → [ *fyeeka ] → [ fyeka ]  cut down slash  

/ vi + ote / → [ *vyoote ] → [ vyote ]  all  

/ fi + atual /  → [* fyatua ] → [ fyatua ]  make breaks  

/ fi + onyo /  → [ *fyoonyo ]  → [ fyonyo]  disgust  someone  

 

Let us expand our discussion by considering more Bena example of /y-/ formation as in (5) 

below: 

Example (5) 

/ fi + esu / → [*fyeesu]  → [fyesu]  ours  

/ fi + umi / → [*fyuumi] → [fyumi] dry things  

/ fi + angu / → [*fyaangu] → [ fyangu ]  mine  

/ fi + ombo /  → [*fyoombo ]  → [ fyombo ] utensils  

/ fi + awo / → [*fyaawo ] → [ fyawo ] theirs  

 

In (4) and (5), a high front vowel becomes a back glide in word or morpheme boundary 

position before non-identical vowels. The process of glide formation is followed by 

compensatory vowel lengthening that is a vowel get lengthened to compensate the deleted 

vowel. The lengthened vowel get deleted because it is un-acceptable in Bena. Gliding 

formation has yields to vowel lengthening to compensate the lost vowel. Vowel lengthening 

in Bena language is unacceptable forms, therefore, we have to move to another process 

known as vowel deletion of which the lengthened vowel is deleted as indicated in (). The 

vowel deletion process has been invoked to generate an acceptable form in (4) and (5). 

 

Glide formation in Hehe  

In Hehe language, both category of glide formation are presence, /w/formation and /y-/ 

formation. Let us begin with /w- / formation by observing the following example in (6): 

Example (6) 

/lu+aniko/   → [*lwaaniko]          → [lwaniko] “a place for dying grain” 

/lu+enge/   → [*lweenge]        → [lwenge] “flame” 

/ku+ingisa/        → [*kwiingisa]       → [kwingisa] “putting in” 

/ku+ongelesa/   → [*kwoongelesa]    → [kwongelesa] “to add” 

/ku-unga/  → [*kuunga]          → [kuunga] “to coach/advise” 

Let us compare example (6) with that of (7) for /y-/ formation. 

Example (7) 

/fi+angaa/         → [fyaangaa] → [fyangaa] “tombs” 

/mi+enda/ → [myeenda] → [myenda] “clothes” 
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/fi+inga/ → [fiinga] → [fiinga] “small demons” 

/fi+ opolela/ → [fyoopolela] → [fyopolela]  “vurgalantly”  

/fi+ungu/ → [fyuungu] → [fyungu] “Valley gardens” 

Example (6) shows that, a high vowel /u/ change to semivowel /w/ except in identical forms 

as in (c). In other words the identical vowel does not glide in morpheme boundary.  Also, 

there are lengthened vowels [aa], [ee], [ii] and [oo] is observed to take place in order to 

compensate the lost vowel. Yet this creates an environment for a deletion process to take 

place. The same processes are observed in example (7), whereby a vowel   / i / changes to / y / 

sound except that the process does not involve the identical vowel such as /i/ and /i/ as the 

bold forms.  

Glide formation in Ndali  

Ndali is another language that demonstrate universality in glide formation. In Ndali, the /w-/ 

formation is exemplified in the following forms (8): 

Example (8) 

/ umu+aka/     [*umwaaka]   [umwaka]  ‘a year’ 

/umu+embe/   [*umweembe]  [umwembe]  ‘a mango’ 

/umu+ifi/  [*umwiifi]   [umwifi]  ‘a  thief’ 

/umu+olo/              [*umwoolo]   [umwolo]  ‘ a lazy person’ 

 

Also for /y-/ formation can be demonstrated in example (9) below: 

Example (9) 

/ imi+ aka/   →      [*imyaaka]  → [myaka]  ‘years’ 

/ifi+enda/    →       [*ifyeenda]  → [ifyenda]  ‘rags’ 

/ifi+ombo/   →      [*ifyoombo] → [ifyombo]  ‘dishes’ 

/ifi+ulu/      →       [*ifyuulu]   → [ifyulu]  ‘tunnels’, 

 

In examples (8) and (9) confirm that both /w-/ formation and /y-/ formation are observed in 

Ndali. Therefore, the processes can be urged to be universal in Bantu languages. 

 

Glide formation as universal phenomena in Nyiha  

Let us push our discussion by considering the following example in Nyiha language. Both /w/ 

formation and /y/ formation are evidenced in examples (10) and (11) below: 

Example (10) 

/umu+ana/   →   [*umwaana]   →[umwana]  ‘a child’ 

/umu+enda/  →  [*umweenda]          → [umwenda]      ‘ a cloth’ 

/umu+ibha/  →  [*umwiibha]  → [umwibha] ‘ a thief’ 

/umu+oto/ → [*umwooto] → [umwoto] ‘ fire  

 

Compare with the following example in (11): 

Example (11) 

/ imi+uβa /  →    [*imiuuβa]  →   [imyuβa]       sugar canes   

/ imi+oβo /  →    [* imiooβo] →   [imyooβo]     a hole 

/ imi+embe /  →  [*imieembe]→  [imyembe]    mango trees 

 

Compensatory vowel lengthening and high vowel deletion is observed in (10), as it has been 

demonstrated in other Bantu language. However, there are several cases of which glide 
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formation may not take place although the   re requirements for glide process has been 

satisfied as (12) below: 

 

Example (12) 

/ umu+omela / → [umuomela ] → [umuomela]     a follower 

/ umu+ilima / → [umuilima]     → [umuilima]       darkness 

It is observed in (12) that no any gliding, compensatory vowel lengthening and high vowel 

deletion has taken place. The phenomenon demonstrated in (12) requires a separate study as 

presently not the scope of this chapter. 

 

 

 

 

Glide formation as universal phenomena in Matengo  

The /w-/ formation in Matengo is demonstrated in the following example (13). In this 

example a vowel /u/ is juxtaposed with any vowel except its identical /u/, changes to a glide 

/w/: 

 

Example (13): 

/mu+inyo  →[*mwiinyo]→ [mwinyo]     salt 

/mu+ana    →[*mwaana]→[mwana]       child 

/mu+oto    →[*mwooto]  →[mwoto ]       fire 

/lu+imbe    →[*lwiimbe] →[lwimbe]      yams flower  

Matengo also demonstrate /y/ formation. When a vowel /i/ juxtaposed with any vowel except 

its identical /i/ in morpheme boundary changes to a glide /y/. Observe the following example 

in (14):  

 

Example (14) 

/li+ako /    → [*lyaako ]   → lyako                 yours  

/li+ongo /  → [*lyoongo] → lyongo               pumkin 

/li+angu/   → [*lyaangu]  → lyangu                mine 

/i+amungu /→[*lyaamungu] → lyamungu        belongs to God 

Once again, the examples in (14) motivate us to confirm the universality of glide formation in 

Bantu. Additional data from Jita indicates that the glide process, compensatory vowel 

lengthening and vowel deletion are the universal.  

 

Example (15 /w-/ formation in Jita 

/ omu+ ana/   → [*omwaana]     →  [omwana]          “child” 

/oku +esi /      →[*okweesi]       →[okwesi]            “moon” 

/omu + ifi /    →[*omwiifi]       → [omwifi]           “thieves” 

/omu+ oyo/   →[*omwooyo]    → [ omwoyo]        “heart” 

Example (16): /y-/ formation in Jita 

/eβi+ama /    →   [*eβyaama ]  → [eβyama]             “political parties” 

/eβi+ eti /      →    [*eβyeeti]     →  [eβyeti]                “certificates” 

/eβi+ombo /   →   [*eβyoombo]   → [eβyombo]       “utensils ” 

/eβi+ungu /  →    [*eβyuungu]    →eβyungu]             “cooking pots” 
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Having discussed the universality of the phonological process in Bantu let us now consider 

the compensatory vowel lengthening, the condition that is associated with the glide formation. 

Compensatory vowel lengthening (CVL) is a process whereby lengthening of a vowel occurs 

in order to compensate for the duration of the lost underlying syllable which was represented 

by the vowel which has either been deleted or changed into a glide. Therefore, glide formation 

means forming glides like [w] and [y] from two vowels especially /u/ and /i/ respectively in 

certain environment, may result to compensatory vowel lengthening. Consider [w-] formation 

in 17: 

 

Example (17) 

Lugulu           / mu+enda/   →        [ mweenda ]  →   [mwenda]             a woman 

Bemba            / umu+ine/    →       [umwiine]     →     [umwine]            himself or herself 

Jita                  /omu+ana/     →      [omwaana]   →    [omwana]             a child 

Swahili            /mu+umba/ →       [muumba]   →    [muumba]          creator 

 

Here, example (17), the high, round back vowel /u/ changes to semi-vowel /w/ excluding bold 

one in which the vowel is identical and it doesn’t glide in a morpheme boundary. Therefore, 

to get acceptable forms in bantu languages above, three processes has involved gliding like /u/ 

to /w/, vowel lengthening/mwaa…/ /mwee…/ and /mwii…./ and vowel deletion like /mwa…/ 

or /mwe…../ .     

Having discussed the phonological processes that affect vowels, we shall now bring into the 

consideration on phonological rules take operate in glide formation and the associated rules.  

In our discussion in this chapter in all languages we have urged that in glide formation /u/ 

changes into /w/ and /i/ changes into /y/.  This process does not affect the vowel sequences u+u 

and i + i since in such sequences one of the identical vowels gets deleted and the remaining 

vowel lengthens.  In order to capture the glide formation process, we need to establish both 

informal and formal phonological rules. Each language we noted a vowel /u/ changes to /w-/ 

when immediately followed by any vowel except at the identical one, /u/ and /u/. We can 

therefore propose informal rule to take care of /w/ formation in the following way: 

Rule (1)  

   



































o

i

e

a

 
#

 - c /  w u  

The informal rule (xx) rule can formally be stated as follows: 

Rule (2) 

      V1                                                      V2 
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  syll  
#

 - cons]) ([ 

back 

high 

cor -

lab 

cons-

syll-

   

back 

high 

cons 



































































 

 Condition: Where V1 ≠ V2 

That is to say, a high back vowel becomes a back glide in word or morpheme boundary 

position before non-identical vowels. 

As for /y-/, it has been observed that a front glide [y] is formed when a high front vowel is 

followed by a non-identical vowel.  This takes place across morpheme and/or word 

boundaries. The informal rule that can take care of /y-/ formation is proposed in (xx) below: 

Rule (3) 

 



























u

a

  __y  i  

The informal rule in (xx) can be formally stated by the following rule: 

Rule (4) 

     V1        V2 

 syll   ___ 

cont 

cor 

back -

cons -

syll-

   

high 

back -

cons 



















































 

Condition: Where V1 ≠ V2 

That is to say, a high front vowel becomes a front glide in morpheme boundary before a non-

identical vowel.  

Let now consider the matter of vowel lengthening. In our discussion we have observed that 

compensatory Vowel Lengthening is a process whereby lengthening of a vowel occurs in 

order to compensate for the duration of the lost underlying syllable which was represented by 

the vowel which has either been deleted or changed into a glide as /mu+ene/ changes to 

[mweene] and /mi+ako/ changes to [myaako]. In this case a vowel /e/ has lengthened to [ee] 

and a vowel /a/ has lengthened to [aa]. 

Therefore, before compensatory vowel lengthening, we observe the following informal rule to 

operating: 
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Rule (5) 

(a)  
 

 
 

V __
y

w
 

i

u


















 

(b) 

    

G

V

:V  V 
















              

Looking at the above informal rules we see that rule (b) applies to the output of rule (a) and 

takes place in order to fill in the gap left by rule (a), hence the term "Compensatory". We 

formally state this process by the following rule: 

Rule (6) 
 

-cons 
+syll

+long

v
Ø

-cons 
-syll

 

           where 

v
Ø  = deleted vowel. 

That is to say, a vowel lengthens after the deletion or glide formation of the preceding vowel. 

We note here that glide formation and compensatory vowel lengthening rules are in a feeding 

relationship, the former feeds the latter. 

 

Vowel Coalescence as a linguistic universal 

Another phonological process that demonstrates universality in Bantu language is vowel 

coalescence. It has been defined that vowel Coalescence  is a phonological process in which 

two adjacent vowels affect one another to the extent that they get neutralized and result in a 

vowel which is not identical to either one of the two underlying vowels.  The neutral vowel is 

consequently lengthened. This neutral vowel is sometimes referred to as a `Compromise' 

vowel (cf. Massamba 1996:96). Let us see how coalescence would work in ci-Ruuri. In this 

language, when a vowel /a/ is juxtaposed with /i/ changes to a lengthened vowel [ee]. Data in 

ci-Ruuri in example (18) confirms to this observation. 

 

Example (18): 

/aβa +ifi /         →    [aβɛɛfi]     →  [aβɛfi]      “thieves” 

/aβa + iβa /      →    [aβɛɛβa]  →  [aβɛβa]    “they are stealing” 

/ama+ iso /     →   [amɛɛso]  → [ amɛso]    “eyes” 

/ama + ino/      →   [amɛɛno] →  [amɛno]    “teeth” 

/ama + iso/       → [amɛɛsɔ] “eye’ 

/ama +ino/      → [amɛɛnɔ] “teeth” 

/Či + a + iβa/   → [Čɛɛmba] “we sang” 

/a βa + iβa/    → [aβɛɛβa] “they are stealing” 

/βai + jusya/ → [βɛɛjusya] “thet have filled up”  
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In (18), it was observed that vowels /a/ and /i/ coalesce resulting into a lengthened mid front 

vowel [ee]. Therefore, the /a + i/ VC can formally expressed formal in the following rule in 

rule (7): 

Rule (7) 

 

 

[ + low ]  +

+high

+back

-high

-back

+long

V V V

 

That is to say, when a low vowel and a high front vowel are juxtaposed, the two vowels 

coalesce resulting into a lengthened mid front vowel. 

Coalescence is a common phenomenon in Bantu languages, Cammenga (1988), Ismail on 

Makhuwa (2000); Omar (1988), just to mention but a few. 

 

High vowel deletion as universal phenomena in Bantu 

Another phonological process affecting vowels that can be cited as universal phenomena is 

high vowel deletion. This is the process by which a high vowel is deleted when it’s 

immediately follow with a pure consonant within a morpheme boundary. The process is 

accompanied by a syllabification of the preceding nasal consonant. High Vowel Deletion in 

Bantu can be demonstrated in several languages. Let us consider high vowel deletion in Bena, 

a language spoken in Tanzania. 

 

 

 

Example (19):      

/mu+sehe/ → [msehe] old person 

/mu+dala/ → [mdala] a woman or wife of some one  

/mu+hinza/ → [mhinza] a girl 

/mu+komi/ → [mkomi] a great / high  

/mu+gata/ → [mgata] a lazy person 

/mu+sindihe/ → [msindihe] send  

 

More examples of high vowel deletion in Bena can be observed in (20) and (21) below: 

 

Example (20): 

 /mu+dimi/     →   [mdimi]        ‘a boy’ 

/mu+titu/        →    [mtitu]          ‘a black person’ 

/mu+komi/     →    [mkomi]        ‘a son’ 
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/mu+tali/        →    [mtali]     ‘long’ 

 

Example (21): 

/mu+dala/      → [mdala]   “woman/wife” 

/mu+gosi/     → [mgosi]   “man/husband” 

/mu+debe/     → [mdebe]    “little person” 

/mu+komi/    → [mkomi]    “big person” 

/mu+goyo/    → [mgoyo]   “a person with high status” 

/mu+sehe/    → [msehe]   old person 

 

It is observed in the example (21) that sound /u/ gets deleted in the environment where it is 

immediately followed by a pure consonant in a morpheme boundary. 

Let us push the discussion by considering high vowel deletion in Hehe. Also, in Hehe a high 

vowel /u/ gets deleted in the environment where it is immediately followed by a pure 

consonant.  

 

Example (22): 

/mu+hesi/ → [mhesi]  “back biter” 

/mu+dodo/ → [mdodo]  “small” 

/mu+twasi/ → [mtwasi]  “co-husband” 

/mu+dasi/ → [mdasi]  “lazy/soft person” 

mu+tali/ → [mtali ]   “tall” 

 

The most affected vowel that gets deleted is vowel sound /u/.  

Another type of high vowel deletion is /i/ of which a vowel /i/ get deleted when it’s 

immediately followed by a pure consonant in a morpheme boundary. Consider the following: 

 

Example (23) 

/ni + tandasi/ → [ntandasi] ‘cassava’s ugali’ 

/ni + tato / → [ntato ]  carpet  

/ni + toto  / → [ntoto ]  ‘needle like’ 

/ni + tanuru/ → [ntanuru] ‘wood bump’ 

 

High vowel deletion has also observed to take place in Bantu languages. In a course of 

discussion in this chapter, example (23), it was noted that the high vowel /u/ get deleted. The 

process is accompanied by a syllabification of the preceding nasal consonant. From the 

discussion throughout this chapter, we observe that /u/ is deleted when it is preceded by 

bilabial nasal m and after deletion of the high vowel /u/ the preceding nasal syllabifies.  

 

From the example (22) and (23) we observe the following: 

a. u is deleted when it is preceded by bilabial nasal m as in  (22) 

b. i  is deleted when it is preceded by an alveolar nasal n as in (23) 

c. After deletion of the high vowels /u, i/ the preceding nasal syllabifies. 

The rules we need to account for (22) and (23) are given informally in rule (8) below: 

Rule (8) 

. (i) u   ø/ m- + C 

 (ii) i   ø/ n- + C 
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Thus the representation for HVD can be as follows: 

Rule (9) /u/ Deletion  

 





























































syll-

cons 
  ___ 

cor 

ant 

syll 

nas 

 

back

high

syll

   

That is to say, a high back vowel deletes when it appears between an anterior nasal and a non-

syllabic consonant across a formative boundary. 

 

 Rule (10)  /i/ Deletion 

 

























































syll-

cons 
  ___ 

cor 

syll 

nas 

 

back

high

syll

   

 

That is to say, a high front vowel deletes when it appears between an alveolar nasal and a non-

syllabic consonant across a formative boundary.  

 

Note that HVD is followed by the syllabification of the preceding nasal consonant. This 

means that, after the deletion of i and u the remaining nasal segment conspires to preserve the 

same syllable structure. Therefore the rule to account for such, process will be Nasal 

Consonant Syllabification (henceforth NCS). This rule can be stated informally in the 

following way: 

Rule (11) 

(i)  m          m/          + C 

(ii)  n          n/           + C 

 

These informal rules can be represented in the following formal way: 

Rule (12) /m/ syllabification 

  































syll -

cons 
  ___ syll   

cor 

ant 

nas 

 

That is to say, bilabial nasal consonant syllabifies when followed by a non-syllabic consonant 

across a formative boundary. 

 Rule (13) /n/ syllabification 

  





























syll -

cons 
  ___ syll   

cor 

syll -

nasal 
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That is to say, an alveolar nasal consonant syllabifies when followed by a non-syllabic 

consonant across a formative boundary. 

Furthermore since the labial nasal m and the alveolar nasal n share the feature [+anterior] and 

since the high front vowel i and the high back vowel u share the feature [+high], we can 

collapse rules (xx) and (xx) in the following way: 

Rule (14) 

.  










































syll-

cons 
  ___ 

ant 

nas 
  

high 

cons  -

syll 

   

 

That is to say, a high vowel deletes when it appears between an anterior nasal consonant and a 

non-syllabic consonant across a formative boundary. 

Nasal consonant syllabification rules (13) and (14) can be collapsed in the following way: 

Rule (15) 

   





























syll-

cons 
  __ syll   

cor -

ant 

nas 

 

That is to say, an anterior nasal consonant syllabifies when followed by a non-syllabic 

consonant across a formative boundary.  

However, in some cases this prediction may, superficially at least, not seem to hold true. 

Observe the following data: 

 

Example (24) 

a) /mu + mu + vah ek e/  → [mumvaheke]  ‘you give’  

b) /mu + ni + vahe ke  /→   [munvaheke]  ‘you give us’  

In (24) we have two successive occurrences of /mu/. The /u/ of the second /mu/ deletes and 

the nasal syllabifies while the /u/ of the first /mu/ does not delete.  In 24 (b) we have a 

sequence of /mu/ followed by /ni/. The /i/ of /ni/ deletes and /n/ syllabifies while the /u/ of 

/mu/ does not delete. Also /ni/ is followed by /mu/. The /u/ of /mu/ deletes and /m/ syllabifies, 

while the [i] of [ni] does not delete. Note what would happen if both high vowels were to 

delete:  

 

Example (25) 

  /mu  +  mu  +  vahek  +  e /  UR 

    m     m     vaheke   HVD 

      m      m    vaheke   - 

  *[m     m      vaheke]   PR 

 

Clearly this yields incorrect results.  Therefore [mumvaheke] has the following derivation: 

Example (26) 
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 / mu  +  mu  +  vuh  k  +  e/ UR 

   mu     m      vaheke    HVD 

   mu      m     vaheke  - 

   [mu   m va  heke]  PR 

 

If we put together what happens in (24), (25) and (26), we cannot but make the generalization 

that a high vowel, which follows a [+ant] nasal, will delete if followed by a [-nas] consonant. 

Therefore, we need to reformulate the rule for HVD in the following way: 

Rule (16) 

  






























nas -

syll-

cons 

  ___ 
ant 

nas 
 high    

 

That is to say, a high vowel deletes when preceded by an anterior nasal consonant and followed 

by a non-nasal consonant across a formative boundary. 

Furthermore, the nasal consonant syllabification rules (15) and (16) can be reformulated in the 

following: 

Rule (17) 

  





























nas -

syll -

cons 

  ___ syll   
ant 

nas 
 

That is to say, an anterior nasal syllabifies when it is followed by a non-nasal consonant across a 

formative boundary. 

As the examples in (22) and (23) make it clear, the process of HVD is associated with the 

syllabification of the preceding nasal consonant. Let us consider the following derivation of 

which the reasons for syllabification will be given: 

 

Example (27) 

             /mkora/   `door' 

 /$ mu$ko $ra$/  UR 

 $m - $ko   $ ra $ HVD 

 $m - $ko   $ ra $ NCS 

 $ m $ ko $ ra $  - 

 $ m $ k o$ ra $  PR 

 

In (27) derivation, the syllabicity, which was associated with the vowel u, re-associates with the 

nasal consonant after the vowel has been deleted. As for the rules HVD and NCS, they are 

crucially ordered. HVD has to apply before NCS, since in theory segmental rules have to apply 

before auto-segmental rules. High vowel deletion has also noted in a number of other Bantu 

languages, for example, consult Omar (1985:69), Kahigi, (1977:60), Mekacha, (1985:36) and 

Ismail (2000) for discussion on similar processes.  
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Conclusion 

In this study we have discussed certain phonological process that take place in Bantu 

languages. In a course of the discussion, we have urged that the processes are universal and 

take place in most of the Bantu languages. Processes such as glide, compensatory vowel 

lengthening. High vowel deletion and coalescence take place in order to conform to the 

phonetic and/or phonological conditions of the languages.  

In this study we have also formulated formal rules from phonological processes that affect 

both vowels in Bantu. Briefly, we discussed which rules are to be regarded as ordered and 

which ones are to be regarded as unordered, some rules must be applied before others, since 

random ordering my result into blocking other rules form applying. For example, rules that 

handle high vowel deletion and nasal syllabification have a feeding relationship. That is, the 

application of the former rule creates a new input for the later. Hence the two rules stand in a 

feeding relationship. All these rules are universally recognized as our data has suggested the 

occurrences in all 10 language. 

 

 Recommendations 
This study can be regarded as only initial step in the rethinking universalities of other Bantu 

phonological aspects. Other studies on related aspects need to be undertaken. Further topics to 

be studied could include working out on universality of aspects on Supra-segmental 

Phonology, which may have some revelations on the phonology of Bantu languages. It is also 

worth pointing out here that in order to come up with true generalizations on Bantu 

phonology, there is need to carry out studies in all Bantu languages using similar 

methodological models, will it be possible to make valid generalization concerning the 

different aspects of linguistic universals in phonology. 
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